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THE PROBLEM

Hate crimes are rising throughout college 
campuses. 

40% increase in reported 
hate crimes on campuses from 

2011- 2016.

In 2018, hate crime violence 

reached a 16-year-high.
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THE PROBLEM

Administrations are not responding in a way 
that protects students and disciplines 
perpetrators.

27.5% of our 411 students 
said that their college's actions 
reflect their stance on hate 
crimes response. 

Out of 213 students, around 50% 
said that administrations took 
action to address the reported 
hate crime.

Around 25% said that the 
administration disciplined the 
perpetrator. 
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71 days 
vs.

a few hours



THE INSIGHT

College administrators take action when 
stakeholders highlight their public hypocrisy.
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THE TARGET

Young & Restless: Prospective, current, and 
recent students who are hungry for change.
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SHAME + TRANSPARENCY
Fuel students with shameful facts about their school.
Empowers them to pressure administrators to make changes.
Threatens school’s reputation and finances. 

THE STRATEGY
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We say enough is enough. 

Color of Change believes that in order to create real change, administrations 
need to be held accountable, and students should be the ones to do it. 

“Looking into it” or "getting to the bottom of it" is simply not enough.

No more pretending, no more empty promises.

If it takes the uproar of all students across the US, so be it.   

It's time to raise our voices to universities and say 

MANIFESTO

Shame On U.



#ShameOnU



DIGITAL - SHAMEONU.COM

All campaign ads will lead to this microsite. Visitors can find a university in the Hall of Shame, and sign 
the petition to demand change for that university. 10/20

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkZDTzDgvoM


SOCIAL - TWITTER TAKEOVER

Students have questions about their prospective or current schools? We answer.
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SOCIAL - INSTAGRAM - CELEB ALUMNI & STUDENT INFLUENCERS
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SOCIAL - INSTAGRAM - @ColorOfChange



SOCIAL - YOUTUBE BUMPERS - COLLEGE DECISION
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GOOGLE ADS
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OOH 
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EXPERIENTIAL - ADMISSION PACKAGES 
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GRADUATING CLASS
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MEASURES OF SUCCESS

GOAL =  hit a conversion rate of 80% of 
a college’s student enrollment
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Small college 
 ≤ 1,000 enrolled students
800 conversions

Large college 
≥ 50,000 enrolled students
40,000 conversions

Success = ACTION

ACTION =
website conversions

CONVERSIONS (KPI) = 
form fills (petitions 
signed) and email sends





APPENDIX
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CONTENT TIMELINE



Budget
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Click here for full budget

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qyJKy-DtLEMzR5DO3x79fv6gK-fiHgQbVasoCvHXfNA/edit?usp=sharing


TWITTER TAKEOVER



INSTAGRAM - CELEB ALUMNI  



INSTAGRAM - MICRO INFLUENCERS + MOVEMENT



YOUTUBE - IN-VIDEO SPONSORSHIP

Sample script for influencer’s sponsored segment: 

Before we go on with today’s video, I wanna give a shoutout to our sponsor, 
ShameOnU by Color of Change. ShameOnU (as she says it, we can pop up in text 
the #ShameonU and the website) is an initiative created by Color of Change, the 
nation’s largest online racial justice organization which helps people respond 
effectively to injustice in the world around us. This initiative is really cool because 
it basically puts Universities on blast about their racism incidents and lack of 
action, which I think is incredibly important especially in today's society. They do 
this by shaming the university and demanding transparency when it comes to 
their diversity and discrimination policies. If you guys wanna learn more about 
them and this incredible initiative, just go to ShameOnU.com and see if your 
school is in the Hall of Shame… maybe you can do something about it and 
demand change to better your campus. 



OOH - HIGHWAY BILLBOARD


